PROVEN PROTECTION
Engineered for extreme durability, the xCase must pass rigorous military drop testing standards. Ingenious shock absorbing rubber corner bumpers and ridged shell along with sealed buttons and ports combine to offer ultimate protection in the most demanding environments.

CONVENIENT FEATURES
Included with the xCase is an easy-carry briefcase handle and back hand strap with elastic bands for secure, comfortable device control on the move or in-use. Removable bottom rail for easy device insertion and removal.

MOUNTING MADE EASY
From forklifts and vehicles to carts and desks, the Tab K11 can be mounted nearly anywhere thanks to the included Snap Plate – a key piece in MobileDemand’s patented Snap Mount System. Direct wiring kits available to provide continuous power for the device.

EXPAND PRODUCTIVITY
Forward thinking modular design is engineered to work with several productivity-enhancing tools including shoulder straps, easel, stylus holder, and more. The xCase grows with its user’s needs, expanding functionality and usefulness.

Rugged xCase for Tab K11
World-class device meets real-world protection

MobileDemand’s industrial rugged xCase for Lenovo’s Tab K11 is opening the door to exciting new possibilities. From quick serve restaurants, retail, and healthcare to more demanding manufacturing and warehousing industries, the xCase delivers the real world ready protection you can rely on to achieve more.
Built tough to take on today's most demanding work

Rugged xCase for Lenovo

Providing real world rugged protection for the Tab K11

Unparalleled durability and protection is achieved by an innovative two-piece design. The combination of a PC/ABS hard plastic outer shell and an impact-resistant silicone rubber boot fully encases the Tab K11, enabling it to pass the Military STD-810H drop test, while sealed ports and buttons add yet another level of protection against dust and water. It all adds up to exceptional device protection and peace of mind.